QUASAR
End-User License and Services Agreement

This End-User License and Services Agreement ("Agreement") is a legal agreement between you (the "Licensee") and Quantego for The Software and for Maintenance and Support and other products and services provided by Quantego that are related to The Software. The Software is copyrighted and licensed (not sold) by Quantego. This Agreement contains the terms and conditions under which Quantego agrees to grant you a License for The Software and provide Maintenance And Support and other products and services related to The Software. This Agreement shall apply to all Licenses for The Software and to all related Maintenance And Support, products, and services, unless replaced by Quantego. A copy of this Agreement is included in all distributions of The Software and available on Quantego’s website http://www.quantego.com.

Please read the terms and conditions of this Agreement carefully. By submitting a purchase order or entering into a Signed License Agreement or downloading, installing, copying, or otherwise using The Software or any parts of The Software or by clicking on the "accept" (or the equivalent) button while downloading or installing The Software you acknowledge that you have read the terms and conditions of this Agreement and accept each and every one of them including the limited warranty and limitation of liability set out in herein. You will be bound by all of the terms and conditions of this Agreement and will not be entitled to a refund of any fees paid. If you are agreeing to the terms and conditions of this Agreement on behalf of a company or other legal entity, you represent that you have the legal authority to bind the entity to these terms. If you do not have such authority, or if you do not wish to be bound to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, you must immediately stop downloading, installing, copying, and using The Software and must not click any "accept" (or the equivalent) button.

The effective date of this Agreement will be the date, on which the License for The Software was granted to Licensee by Quantego ("Effective Date").

Quantego, Licensee, and any user of The Software (subsequently also referred to as party or, collectively, parties) agree as follows:

Terms and Conditions

1. Definitions

Capitalized terms used in this Agreement and not otherwise defined in this Agreement shall have the definitions ascribed to them in this Article and are an integral part of this Agreement.

"Documentation" means all of the written, printed, electronic, or other format materials published or otherwise made available by Quantego that relate to the functional, operational, and/or performance capabilities of The Software and may be updated from time to time. Documentation includes, but is not limited to, the use, product guides, whitepapers, examples, API docs, release notes, changelog, and bug reports. Documentation shall not include Source Code.

"Error" means a failure of The Software to substantially conform in accordance to the Documentation or the functional specifications, which materially impacts The Software's operational or functional performance.

"Intellectual Property Rights" means all intellectual property rights, including but not limited to patents, patent applications, utility models, utility model applications, software (including
Source Codes), registered and unregistered design, design applications, know-how, trade secrets (including unpatented inventions), registered and unregistered trademarks and service marks, trademark applications, service marks applications, mask-works, copyrights, proprietary and confidential information.

"Internal Business Operations" means the use of The Software by employees, consultants, interns, and contractors of Licensee solely on behalf of the Licensee.

"License" means a non-exclusive, non-transferable, non-assignable license or licenses of a particular License Type to use The Software in Object Code form subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement and in accordance with the License's particular License Type.

"Licensee" means you, whether an individual or an entity, to whom Quantego grants the License. The Licensee is responsible for complying with the contractual obligations of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, which includes ensuring that anyone permitted to access and use The Software also complies with such obligations.

"License Type" means the specific type of the License, which comes with specific rights, restrictions, and obligations under which Licensee may install and use The Software. Any License granted shall have a specific License Type (currently: Commercial License, Academic License, or Trial License), which is indicated in the purchase documentation and/or during acquisition, download, and installation of The Software. For each License Type it is specified in Article 4 how a License of that particular type works and who can use The Software in terms of the types of organizations, individuals, or activities eligible to use the Software under the granted License of this License Type.

"License Verification" means the proprietary license verification mechanism which Quantego has embedded into The Software.

"Maintenance And Support" means the service Quantego provides Licensee for a Maintenance And Support Fee in a given Maintenance And Support Period as part of an Annual Maintenance and Support Contract specified in Article 9 below.

"Maintenance And Support Fee" means the fee Licensee pays Quantego for Maintenance And Support for a given Maintenance And Support.

"Maintenance And Support Period" means the period of time for which Licensee has subscribed to Maintenance And Support.

"Major Release" means a release of The Software that includes new major features, components, and architecture changes.

"Minor Release" means a release of The Software that includes bug fixes, patches, small clean-ups as well as minor enhancements.

"Multi-User License": means a License with an unlimited number of simultaneous users and uses. The license fee depends on the number of CPU Sockets in the physical machine.

"Object Code" means the binary machine-readable version of The Software. Object Code includes “Object code libraries”, “shared libraries”, and “Java bytecode”.

"Perpetual License" means a License that grants Licensee the right to use The Software indefinitely, subject to the termination provisions in this Agreement.

"Quantego" means Quantego GmbH, a company duly registered and organized under Austrian law, with head office at Schottenfeldgasse 5/18, 1070 Vienna Austria, FN 485368b, VAT number ATU72950657, or any successor company, from whom The Software are licensed or to whom this Agreement is assigned (“Quantego”).

"Signed License Agreement" means a separate written Agreement signed by authorized representatives of Quantego and the Licensee with terms and conditions that aim at replacing the present Agreement.
“Single-Machine License” means a License which grants Licensee rights to install and use The Software on one dedicated physical machine.

“Single-User License” means a License which is restricted to use by a single named user who is allowed an unlimited number of simultaneous uses.

“Socket” means one central processing unit (CPU) that can have any number of cores; single-socket, dual-socket, and quad-socket thus refers to physical machines having respectively one, two, and four CPUs.

“The Site” means the location of the office and or data processing centers of Licensee or under its control which is used exclusively for Internal Business Operations of Licensee.

“The Software” collectively means those QUASAR mathematical optimization software products that are licensed under this Agreement, including their Software Components, any add-on modules, features, model implementations, Documentation, Major and Minor Releases, and Updates. Current QUASAR mathematical optimization software products are: (1) the QUASAR Java application programming interface (API) delivered as Object Code in Oracle Java archive format (.jar), as well as the APIs (2.1) QUASAR for MATLAB delivered as MathWorks MATLAB code files (.m) and (2.2) QUASAR for PYTHON delivered as archived (.tar.gz) collection of Python modules (.py). The software product(s) that are licensed under this Agreement are indicated in the purchase documentation and or during acquisition, download, and installation of The Software. The term “The Software” is subsequently used to refer to The Software as a whole or to any parts of it.

“Software Components” means any portion of, or file provided with The Software.

“Source Code” means the human-readable code from which the Object Code is derived.

“Third Party” means any person or legal entity that is not Quantego or the Licensee.

“Third Party Software” means the software of Third Parties, if any, provided in connection with or embedded within The Software.

“Updates” means Error corrections, bug fixes, upgrades, revisions, enhancements or modifications to The Software that Quantego makes generally available to customers through Maintenance and Support. Updates shall not include any new versions or future products or add-on features and modules, which Quantego or Third Party vendors license separately.

“Workaround” means a set of actions suggested by Quantego that, when properly implemented, intend to restore the functionality of The Software or provide equivalent or similar functionality, but do not correct an Error.

2. License Grant

2.1. Scope of Rights: The Software is licensed, not sold. This Agreement only gives Licensee some rights to use The Software. Quantego reserves all other rights. The Source Code from which The Software Object Code is derived is not provided and is a trade secret of Quantego. Quantego grants to Licensee, subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, a non-exclusive, non-transferable, non-assignable License to:

   (a) install and use The Software solely on physical machines controlled by Licensee, in accordance with the particular License Type and the specified usage, user, and machine restrictions of the granted License, and solely for Internal Business Operations.

   (b) install and use The Software as expressly allowed in the License Type Article below (Article 4), consistent with the specific rights, restrictions, and obligations of the particular License Type of the granted License.

   (c) provide reasonable access to Documentation on Licensee’s intranet, provided it is not accessible over the open Internet, and print portions of the Documentation for reasonable use by licensed users.
2.2. **Grant of License – Paid License**: If Licensee is purchasing the License and is paying a fee for License to Quantego (as is the case for a Commercial License), the License shall be considered granted when Quantego has fully invoiced the particular License ordered by Licensee.

2.3 **Grant of License – Free License**: If Licensee is receiving a free License at no-charge from Quantego (as is the case for a standard Academic or Trial License), the License shall be considered granted, when the Licensee has accepted the terms of this Agreement and has been provided with a download link or license file by Quantego.

3. **License Restrictions**

The License granted is subject to the express restrictions set forth below, the specific License Type restrictions set forth in Article 4 of this Agreement, any other restrictions set forth in this Agreement and in any Signed License Agreement and/or signed Amendment to this Agreement. Licensee shall not, and shall not cause or permit any Third Party to, directly or indirectly:

(a) access or use The Software or any parts of The Software that Licensee is not currently licensed to access or to use.

(b) tamper with the License Verification.

(c) workaround, circumvent, or disable any technical limitations in The Software.

(d) modify The Software or create any derivative works of The Software, if not expressly authorized by Quantego in a separate Signed License Agreement or signed Amendment to this Agreement.

(e) translate The Software into another programming language.

(f) remove or obscure any proprietary rights notices or labels on The Software or on any parts of The Software.

(g) reverse engineer, decompile, or disassemble The Software, or make any attempt to gain access to its method of operation or Source Code, except and only to the extent that such activity is expressly permitted by applicable law notwithstanding this limitation.

(h) copy, make available for copy, or otherwise reproduce The Software, with the exception of either (a) a reasonable number of copies of The Software in machine-readable, Object Code form for non-productive backup purposes only, or (b) as may be required for installation for the purpose of executing The Software in accordance with this Agreement.

(i) disclose or transfer any provided download links, activation keys, login credentials, and/or license files to a Third Party, or allow a Third Party to use them, without written authorization by Quantego.

(j) perform any benchmark tests without Quantego’s prior written consent and also not publish any results of benchmark tests run on The Software to a Third Party without such consent.

(k) republish the Documentation, except as expressly permitted in Article 2 of this Agreement.

(l) access or use The Software outside of the Site.

(m) sell, license, sublicense, publish, display, rent, lease, distribute, disseminate, assign, or in otherwise transfer to a Third Party the use of The Software, The Software or any copy thereof, or any license or other rights hereto, in whole or in part, without Quantego’s prior written consent.

(n) acquire the License if a principal purpose of the acquisition is to transfer or assign the License to a Third Party or affiliate unless expressly permitted by Quantego.
(o) directly or indirectly provide a Third Party access to The Software or allow a Third Party to use The Software at The Site or via the web or network application, or any file sharing method or any other system, if not expressly authorized by Quantego in a separate Signed License Agreement or signed Amendment to this Agreement.

(p) make access to the Software available to a Third party or allow a Third Party to use The Software in connection with a service bureau, application service provider, or similar business.

(q) develop products with similar functionality to The Software.

(r) incorporate The Software, in whole or in part, into any other software or software related product or application, if not expressly authorized by Quantego by means of a dedicated written and Signed OEM License Agreement. The only exception to this requirement is when the software or software related product or application is solely for the Licensee’s own use for its Internal Business Operations.

(s) adapt, translate, copy, convert, use, test, benchmark, or determine the method of operation of The Software or any materials or results derived from or generated by The Software, in order to make or distribute an application or software, a principal purpose of which, as reasonably determined by Quantego, is to perform the same or similar functions as The Software or other Quantego product or service or which replaces any component of The Software or other Quantego product or service. Licensee shall not use The Software to compete with the products or businesses of Quantego, including by distributing libraries or any form of The Software or Software Component.

(t) use The Software for any act which infringes copyright of The Software, for instance, by developing, producing, or testing a computer software containing a feature or functionality that is substantially similar to that of The Software.

(u) make any use of the License on behalf of or for the benefit of a Third Party or affiliate in any manner that would constitute a violation of the License if such use were directly made by such person, or cause any Third Party or affiliate to make any use of the License on behalf of or for the benefit of Licensee or an affiliate in any manner that would constitute a violation of this License if such use were directly made by Licensee.

(v) use The Software in any way that is against the law.

4. License Types

Quantego offers a License for The Software for the following License Types, which are subject to the additional specific terms and restrictions set forth below:

4.1. “Commercial License”: A paid full-size License, which entitles Licensee to use The Software for commercial, productive, and other organizational purposes, only for Internal Business Operations. The standard Commercial License shall be a Perpetual License, if not specified and agreed otherwise in a separate Signed License Agreement or signed Amendment to this Agreement. This standard Commercial Perpetual License can be either (1) a Single-User Single-Machine License or (2) a Multi-User Single-Machine License, as specified in the purchasing documentation and/or in a separate Signed License Agreement or signed Amendment to this Agreement. Depending on this specification of the Commercial License, the following additional specific terms and restrictions apply:

(a) Single-Machine License: A Single-Machine License may be transferred to a new physical machine up to (2) two times in a year free of charge, subject to a valid Annual Maintenance and Support Contract at the time of the transfer(s).

(b) Single-User License: (i) Licensee may re dedicate the single named user authorized to use The Software, whether temporarily or not, up to two (2) times a year, subject to a valid Annual Maintenance and Support Contract at the time of the rededication(s); (ii) the physical machine login of the single named user may not be shared with any other individual.
4.2. “Academic License”: A free time-limited and full-size Single-Machine Single-User License which can be granted by Quantego on demand, on Quantego’s own discretion to academic faculty, staff or enrolled students at a degree granting academic institution and subject to the additional specific terms and restrictions set forth below:

In order to be eligible for an Academic License, Licensee must register with an email address from a recognized academic domain (e.g. “edu”) and provide a proof of full-time employment or student enrolment.

(a) The Academic License is a Single-Machine Single-User License, which further (i) restricts the use of The Software to the single named person and physical machine identified during the download and installation process of The Software, and (ii) expressly forbids to change the physical machine or redesignate the single named user authorized to use The Software during the license period.

(b) An Academic License grants Licensee the right to personally use The Software in academic education and non-commercial, academic research and comes with absolutely no warranty. Using the Academic License for any other purpose, including commercial use, is strictly prohibited.

(c) The license period is ninety (90) days starting at the Effective Date of this Agreement, but can be prolonged for one or more periods with Quantego’s prior written consent.

(d) Maintenance and Support is not offered with free Academic Licenses, with the exception that this is expressly agreed by Quantego in a signed Amendment to this Agreement.

(e) Licensee agrees to (i) use The Software licensed under the Academic License Type only for the specified license period, (ii) use The Software only by Licensee himself for academic education and non-commercial, academic research purposes, (iii) use The Software not to conduct business with it, (iv) remove The Software and all result files produced from any of Licensee's physical machine(s) at the end of the trial period, and (v) to comply with all other terms, obligations, and restrictions in this Agreement.

4.3. “Trial License”: A free time-limited and size-limited Single-Machine Single-User License, which can be granted by Quantego on demand, on Quantego’s own discretion and subject to the additional specific terms and restrictions set forth below:

(a) The Trial License is a Single-Machine Single-User License, which further (i) restricts the use of The Software to the single named person and physical machine identified during the download and installation process of The Software, and (ii) expressly forbids to change the physical machine or redesignate the single named user authorized to use The Software during the license period.

(b) A Trial License grants Licensee the right to personally use The Software for evaluation purposes in Licensee’s non-production test environment only and comes with absolutely no warranty. Using the Trial License for any other purposes, including commercial and production use, is strictly prohibited.

(c) The standard trial period is ninety (90) days starting at the Effective Date of this Agreement, but might be prolonged on request with Quantego’s prior written consent.

(d) The Trial License is size-limited and permits use of The Software for problems with at most twelve (12) stages.

(e) Maintenance and Support is not offered with a free Trial License, with the exception that this is expressly agreed by Quantego in a signed Amendment to this Agreement.

(f) Licensee agrees to use The Software licensed under the Trial License Type (i) only for the specified trial period (ii) solely for Licensee himself to evaluate whether Licensee desires to make a future License purchase, (iii) to conduct no business with it, and (iv) agrees to remove The Software and all result files produced from any of Licensee’s physical machine(s) at the end of the trial period, and (v) to comply with all other terms, obligations, and restrictions in this Agreement.
5. License Verification

5.1 License Verification provides a software mechanism which Quantego has embedded in The Software in order to make it possible to control (a) that Licensee does not use The Software on more physical machines or for other users than permitted, (b) that Licensee does not use The Software for longer time than the duration of the License (license period) and (c) that Licensee can only get access to modules and functionality, for which a License is granted. Use of License Verification shall under no circumstances free Licensee of the responsibility to comply with the obligations and express restrictions of the License and the particular License Type, as described in Articles 2, 3, and 4 and any other terms and conditions of this Agreement.

5.2. As part of the License Verification, a license file might be required to be able to use The Software. In order to make it possible for Quantego to provide a license file, the Licensee must provide Quantego with the requested information about Licensee's physical machine. Without undue delay after receipt thereof, Quantego will send the Licensee the necessary license file.

6. Licensee Responsibilities

The Licensee agrees to: (1) maintain the relevant computer system on which The Software is used and associated peripheral equipment in good working order in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications, and in compliance with the minimum system requirements of The Software as specified in the Documentation, to ensure that any problems or Errors reported to Quantego are not due to hardware malfunction; (2) reasonably perform any tests or procedures recommended by Quantego for the purpose of identifying and/or resolving any problems; (3) maintain procedures external to The Software for reconstruction of lost or altered files, data, or programs; (4) install in a reasonably timely manner all Updates and Major and Minor Releases provided by Quantego; (5) acknowledge and reference The Software as specified in the Documentation (User’s Guide) when publishing any results derived from using The Software.

7. Proprietary Rights and Restrictions

Licensee is not granted any rights of ownership in The Software (including its Source Code, or in any other products, services, or programming provided by Quantego, regardless of its form or purpose), including but not limited to any Intellectual Property Rights. Licensee shall have no right, title or interest therein, except as expressly set forth in this Agreement. The Software is owned by Quantego and is protected by Austrian copyright laws and international treaties. Title, ownership rights, and Intellectual Property Rights in The Software shall remain solely and exclusively with Quantego. Licensee acknowledges such right and will not jeopardise, limit or interfere in any manner with Quantego's ownership of or rights with respect to The Software.

8. Licenses for Third Party Software

8.1. Quantego has been granted licenses to distribute certain Third Party Software as part of or included with The Software which are licensed to the Licensee only for use as a part of The Software. These licenses require Quantego to distribute The Software to Licensee subject to specific terms and conditions, which may provide rights and impose restrictions for Licensee’s use of The Software, including deployment of derivative works and applications, that are different from or additional to those contained herein. Licensee agrees that acceptance of the terms and conditions of this Agreement also confirms Licensee's acceptance of any terms and conditions of applicable Third Party Software licenses, which include (1) the Apache license 2.0: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 and (2) the
Eclipse Public license 1.0: https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html. Even if such Third Party Software licenses are governed by other agreements, the disclaimers and the limitations on and exclusions of warranty and liability set forth below shall also apply. The Software embeds the following Third Party Software:

- **Apache Commons**: Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the Apache License is distributed on an “AS IS” BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the Apache License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under that license.

- **Coin-OR Linear Programming**: Licensed under Eclipse Public license 1.0: https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the Eclipse Public License is distributed on an “AS IS” BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the Eclipse Public License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under that license.

8.2. In order to use the QUASAR Java API, or the QUASAR for MATLAB API, or the QUASAR for PYTHON API of The Software, if licensed under this Agreement, Licensee must install Java, a software product licensed by Oracle Inc., and/or Matlab, a software product licensed by MathWorks, Inc., and/or Python 2.7 or 3.x, respectively. The Software licensed under this Agreement does not contain nor does it grant you a license to use either Java, Matlab, or Python; a license to use Java, Matlab, or Python must be obtained separately.

9. Maintenance And Support

With Commercial Licenses, Quantego provides Maintenance And Support for The Software for a Maintenance And Support Period against payment of a Maintenance And Support Fee as further specified below. Maintenance and Support is not available with free Academic Licenses and Trial Licenses, with the exception that this is expressly agreed by Quantego in a separate Signed License Agreement or signed Amendment to this Agreement.

9.1. The standard term of a Maintenance and Support Period is one year and covers one year of Maintenance and Support throughout this period ("Annual Maintenance And Support Contract"). The first Annual Maintenance and Support Contract for The Software shall commence on the Effective Date of this Agreement and is mandatory for any Commercial License; it expires automatically if not renewed by Licensee as set forth in Article 9.2 below.

9.2. Licensee can renew Annual Maintenance And Support Contracts annually for further periods of each one year subject to (i) agreement on any changes and revisions to the Maintenance and Support Fee and/or to the terms and conditions for Maintenance and Support between Quantego and Licensee, (ii) provided that such option is exercised at least one month before the date of expiry of the current Annual Maintenance And Support Period; moreover, Quantego reserves the right to discontinue offering Maintenance And Support for The Software either in whole or in part upon the end of each Annual Maintenance And Support Contract.

9.3. The Maintenance And Support for an Annual Maintenance and Support Contract is 20% of the then current price for The Software licensed under this Agreement. The first-year Annual Maintenance and Support Contract, which is mandatory for any Commercial License, is not included in the License fee and invoiced by Quantego as a separate position.
9.4. In the event Licensee does not renew the Annual Maintenance And Support Contract for some period and chooses to enter into a new Annual Maintenance And Support Contract at a later date, Licensee will be charged two-hundred (200) percent of the then current Annual Maintenance And Support Fees for all periods that were not covered.

9.5. Any Annual Maintenance And Support Contract is governed by the terms and conditions of This Agreement and is effective as soon as the Maintenance And Support Fee is paid after invoiced by Quantego or as soon as the paid for Maintenance and Support Period begins, whichever date is the latest.

9.6. The terms and conditions for Maintenance and Support might be changed or amended from time to time. In any of these cases, Licensee will be informed by Quantego about the new terms and conditions in connection with renewal of the Annual Maintenance and Support contract, and the new terms and condition shall as from the renewal date apply to future Maintenance and Support and the corresponding License(s).

9.7. Quantego Maintenance And Support includes the following benefits, subject to fulfillment of Licensee’s responsibilities listed in Article 9.8. below. During a paid Annual Maintenance And Support Contract:

(a) Quantego warrants that The Software will perform substantially in accordance with the Documentation, published by Quantego as updated from time to time, as long as Licensee’s system meets the hardware requirements for the installed Release as specified in the release notes. Quantego does not warrant that The Software will be Error-free in all circumstances.

(b) Quantego shall make reasonable efforts to correct, or devise Workarounds for any reproducible and material programming Errors in the latest release of The Software reported by Licensee in English language, and to provide such corrections or Workarounds to Licensee in a reasonable time. Some Errors will be corrected in a future release of The Software only and Quantego does not warrant that corrections and Workarounds can be provided for all Errors.

(c) Quantego offers remote technical support by electronic communication for The Software during normal Austrian business hours (09:00-17:00 CET) in English language, which includes provision of Workarounds, Updates, Major and Minor Releases, installation and setup guidance.

(d) Licensee is entitled to all Upgrades and to any new Minor and Major Releases of The Software licensed where that release occurs during this Maintenance And Support Period.

(e) a Single-Machine License may be transferred to a new physical machine or up to (2) two times in this year free of charge; named users authorized to use The Software, whether temporarily or not, may be rededicated up to two (2) times in this year free of charge. Licenses not covered by a current Annual Maintenance and Support contract are not eligible for transfers.

9.8. Licensee Responsibilities:

(a) Licensee shall notify Quantego about an Error by sending an email to Quantego using the following email address: support@quantego.com. Such notification shall only be made by the Licensee. Support will be initiated at most 24 business hours after the receipt of the email and completed within reasonable time. Quantego will not be responsible for delays caused by events or circumstances beyond its reasonable control.

(b) Upon discovery of an Error, Licensee agrees, if requested by Quantego, to submit to Quantego any input and output and any other data that Quantego may require in
order to reproduce the Error, together with a listing of the operating conditions under which the Error occurred or was discovered.

(c) Licensee shall give Quantego remote access to Licensee’s relevant physical machines to the extent that is necessary for providing adequate support. If Licensee provides access to its systems for the purpose of Maintenance and Support, Licensee shall restrict Quantego from accessing Licensee’s systems outside of The Software. Without limiting the generality of the limitations of liability outlined in this License, Quantego shall not be responsible for any effects its Maintenance and Support actions cause to any of the Licensee’s systems or data resulting from its ability to access systems other than on The Software.

9.9. Maintenance and Support Exceptions. Maintenance and Support does not cover the following:

(a) Personal assistance for modelling or custom software engineering; such services are charged for separately as specified in a separate Signed License Agreement, signed Amendment to this Agreement and/or in an individual offer by Quantego and require Licensee’s written consent prior to the execution;

(b) Errors in any versions of The Software other than the latest Major Release of The Software. However the preceding Major Release will still be supported for a period of one (1) year after the release of the latest Major Release;

(c) Use with Java versions not listed in system requirements of The Software, as indicated in the Documentation of The Software and the release notes of a Release;

(d) Pre-Production Releases;

(e) Use with an operating system not listed in the Documentation, including alternate Linux distributions;

(f) Any problem caused by modifications to any version of The Software not made or not authorized by Quantego;

(g) Use of undocumented private APIs;

(h) Custom code beyond calls to the APIs of The Software;

(i) General system administration tasks, such as managing file permissions and environment variables;

(j) Use of 3rd party tools such as databases, application servers, integrated development environments, etc.

In these situations, Quantego will try to help when possible, but assistance cannot be guaranteed.

9.10. “Pre-Production Releases”: As an accommodation to Licensee, Quantego may provide Licensee with a pre-production release of The Software, which is discernible from a Minor and Major Release. Pre-Production Releases are not suitable for production environments and come with absolutely no warranty and Maintenance and Support obligations.

10. Fees and Payment Terms

10.1. Payment Terms: Licensee agrees to pay to Quantego any License fees and Maintenance And Support Fees within 30 days following receipt of an invoice in the amounts specified in this Agreement, a separate Signed License Agreement or signed Amendment to this Agreement. If not specified otherwise, all fees are due in advance. Maintenance And Support Fees shall be paid in annual instalments only. Except as otherwise expressly provided, no refunds are available.

10.2. Taxes, Duties, and Customs: Absent appropriate exemption certificate(s), Licensee shall pay all taxes, duties, or customs attributable to this Agreement and the License(s) and Maintenance and Support granted hereunder.
11. Term and Termination

11.1. Term. This Agreement shall continue until the earlier of termination by Quantego or Licensee as provided below or the expiration of the term of all Licenses granted hereunder.

11.2. Termination by Licensee. Licensee may terminate a License and/or a running Annual Maintenance and Support Contract at any time, for any reason. Licensee shall not be entitled to any refund if a License and/or Annual Maintenance and Support Contract is terminated.

11.3. Termination by Quantego. Quantego may terminate this Agreement and all Licenses and Maintenance and Support granted hereunder (i) if Licensee breaches any material term of this Agreement or separate Signed License Agreement or signed Amendment to this Agreement, including failure to pay any License fees due, and Licensee has not cured such breach within sixty (60) days of written notification; (ii) immediately, by written notice to Licensee, if Licensee violates Intellectual Property Rights of Quantego or breaches any terms and conditions of Articles 2, 3, 4, and 7 of this Agreement; (iii) if, after requesting and failing to receive from the Licensee adequate assurances of compliance with any of the terms and conditions of this Agreement or separate Signed License Agreement or signed Amendment to this Agreement, Quantego reasonably believes that Licensee is or is intending to breach any material term of this Agreement.

11.4. Effect of Termination: Upon termination for any reason Licensee must immediately destroy The Software together with all copies, adaptations and merged applications in any form as well as any license files, and promptly provide written certification of their destruction. All Licenses hereunder shall cease immediately upon such expiration or termination, and Licensee shall immediately pay Quantego all outstanding payments due for The Software, for Maintenance and Support and any other charges that are specified in a separate Signed License Agreement or Signed Amendment to this Agreement.

11.5. Survival. All provisions regarding indemnification, warranty, liability, and limits thereon and protection of proprietary rights, shall survive termination of this this Agreement and the Licenses and Maintenance and Support granted hereunder, as shall all provisions regarding payment of amounts due at the time of termination.

12. Compliance

Licensee agrees to notify Quantego promptly upon discovery of any failure to comply with this Agreement. Quantego may from time to time request Licensee to provide a certification signed by a duly authorized representative of Licensee that the actual use of The Software is in compliance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. Quantego or its authorized representative shall also, upon at least 14 days prior notice, have the right to perform an audit during regular business hours to determine compliance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement, provided that such audit shall not unreasonably interfere with Licensee’s operations. Quantego shall in such case sign a nondisclosure agreement issued by Licensee prior to conducting the audit if requested by Licensee. If a verification discloses that Licensee’s or any of its affiliates’ use is not in conformity with a valid License, Licensee shall immediately take all necessary steps to cure any past defaults, including paying any unpaid License fees, to bring Licensee’s or any of its affiliates use into conformity.

13. Force-Majeure

Both Quantego and Licensee do not carry any obligations for partial fulfillment or non-fulfillment of the obligations to this Agreement if this partial fulfillment or non-fulfillment was caused by force-majeure circumstances and their consequences, which arose after the signing of the present Agreement, such as flood, fire, earthquake, epidemic, war, struggles, state authorities’ resolutions or governmental regulations and the actions of the latter, which either party to the present Agreement could not foresee or prevent if these conditions have influenced directly the fulfillment of the obligations to this Agreement. The party facing such
partial fulfillment or non-fulfillment of the obligations to this Agreement resulting from the force-majeure circumstances must immediately inform the other party in written with the enclosure of confirmation documents of the competent state authorities. This information must include the data about the characteristics of such circumstances and, if possible, the estimation of their influence on the parties’ fulfillment of the obligations to the present Agreement and the period of the possible fulfillment of the obligations. In case of the force-majeure circumstances, the term of the fulfillment of the obligations is postponed according to the period of the effect of such circumstances and/or their consequences. If the above conditions last more than one month, each party is entitled to terminate the present Agreement by informing the other party in writing under consideration of the cancellation principles described in the Agreement. In any case none of the parties have the right to claim damage payment or refund.

14. License Indemnity
Licensee agrees to indemnify, defend and hold harmless Quantego, its affiliates, subsidiaries, successors, suppliers, licensors and their respective officers, directors, shareholders, agents and employees from and against any and all damages, liabilities, costs and expenses (including reasonable fees of Quantego's attorneys and litigation costs) arising out of any Third Party claim or demand based on or arising from, out of or in connection with Licensee’s use or misuse of The Software by Licensee or any of its affiliates in breach of this Agreement, including but not limited to, claims for personal injury or property damage.

15. Limited Warranty and Limitation of Remedies
15.1. Quantego warrants to Licensee for a period of ninety (90) days after the Effective Date of this Agreement that the Software properly licensed under this Agreement will perform substantially in accordance with the Documentation that accompanies it. However, Quantego gives no contractual guarantee in relation to The Software licensed under this Agreement and does not warrant that The Software will be Error-free in all circumstances. In the event that The Software does not operate as warranted, Licensee’s exclusive remedy and Quantego’s sole liability under this warranty shall be the correction or Workaround by Quantego of major Errors within a reasonable time. Should such correction or Workaround be impractical, Quantego may, at its option, terminate the relevant License and refund the initial License fee paid to Quantego for The Software licensed under this Agreement. This warranty does not apply to the free Trial License, the free Academic License or other versions of The Software which are provided to Licensee at no charge “as is”. Moreover, Quantego shall not be liable under the said warranty above if The Software fails to operate in accordance with the said warranty as a result of any modification, variation or addition to the Software not provided by Quantego or caused by any abuse, corruption or incorrect use of The Software, including use of The Software with equipment or other software which is incompatible.

15.2. Quantego warrants to Licensee that Quantego, on its own behalf or through its licensors and suppliers, has the right to grant the License rights hereunder and that The Software, when licensed, will not infringe any copyright, patent or any other intellectual property right of a Third Party as governed by the laws of Austria. Quantego agrees to indemnify and to hold the Licensee harmless from all cost and damages incurred in connection with any such claim if the Licensee gives Quantego written notice of any such claim within 30 days after Licensee becomes aware of such claim, if Quantego has sole control of the defence of such claim, and Licensee provides Quantego information, authority and assistance to defend against or settle such claim. Upon receipt of notice of alleged infringement Quantego shall have the right, at its option, to terminate this Agreement the relevant License and refund the initial License fee paid to Quantego for The Software licensed under this Agreement or replace or modify The Software that is infringing to be non-infringing or obtain the right for Licensee to continue using The Software. This Article will not
apply in the event any breach, failure, infringement or non-compliance would have been avoided by the use of a current, unaltered release of the Software Product or the breach, failure, infringement or non-compliance results from the use or combination of the Software Product with other software, hardware or materials, or results from the negligence of Licensee or any party other than Quantego.

16. Disclaimer of Warranties

Except for the warranties expressly set forth in in Article 15 of this Agreement (or as implied by law where the applicable law provides that the particular terms implied cannot be excluded by contract), any and all parts of The Software, Documentation, and Maintenance and Support and any other products and services provided by Quantego are delivered "as is" and Quantego makes and Licensee receives no additional express or implied warranties, guarantees or condition. Quantego and its suppliers and resellers hereby expressly disclaim any and all other express or implied warranties, guarantees, conditions or other terms of any kind or nature concerning for The Software, its Documentation, and related Maintenance and Support and any other product or service provided by Quantego, including, but not limited to, any with regard to title, infringement, merchantability, quality, system integration, accuracy, or fitness for a particular purpose or Licensee’s purpose. Quantego also expressly disclaims any warranties that may be implied from usage of trade, course of dealing, or course of performance. Except for the express warranties stated in Article 15 of this Agreement, The Software, Documentation, Maintenance and Support, and any other products and services provided by Quantego are provided with all faults, and the entire risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is with Licensee. Quantego does neither warrant nor guarantee that The Software, Documentation, Maintenance and Support, and any other products and services provided by Quantego will operate uninterrupted, error-free, or virus-free, that they will meet Licensee’s requirements or any particular criteria of performance, quality, accuracy, purpose, or need, that Errors will be corrected or Workarounds provided, or that new Major or Minor Releases or Updates will be provided. Licensee assumes the entire risk of selection, installation, and use of The Software and accepts responsibility for and any liability arising from its use or misuse, the results obtained from such use or misuse, any derivative works or applications developed by the Licensee based on The Software, and data or content supplied by the Licensee. Quantego shall have no support or warranty obligations, and disclaims all liability, for any derivative works or applications developed by the Licensee based on The Software, data or content supplied by the Licensee, and any free versions of The Software. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS AGREEMENT. NO USE OF THE SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

17. Limitation of Liability

THE SOFTWARE SHOULD NOT BE RELIED ON AS THE SOLE BASIS TO SOLVE A PROBLEM WHOSE INCORRECT SOLUTION OR IMPLEMENTATION COULD RESULT IN INJURY TO PERSON OR PROPERTY. IF THE SOFTWARE IS EMPLOYED IN SUCH A MANNER, IT IS AT THE LICENSEE’S OWN RISK AND QUANTEGO (INCLUDING ITS AFFILIATES, SUBSIDIARIES, SUCCESSORS, SUPPLIERS, AND LICENSORS AND THEIR RESPECTIVE OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, SHAREHOLDERS, AGENTS AND EMPLOYEES) EXPLICITLY DISCLAIMS ALL LIABILITY FOR SUCH MISUSE TO THE EXTENT ALLOWED BY LAW. IN NO EVENT AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, TORT, CONTRACT, OR STRICT PRODUCTS LIABILITY, SHALL QUANTEGO (INCLUDING ITS AFFILIATES, SUBSIDIARIES, SUCCESSORS, SUPPLIERS, AND LICENSORS AND THEIR RESPECTIVE OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, SHAREHOLDERS, AGENTS AND EMPLOYEES) BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION,
18. General

18.1. Governing Law and Jurisdiction: This Agreement is governed by and shall be interpreted in all respects in accordance with Austrian law, without regard to its conflicts of law provisions. No choice of law rules of any jurisdiction will apply and any claims being founded on laws of other countries are excluded. Any dispute arising out of this Agreement, including any dispute concerning its existence or validity, will be decided by the ordinary courts of Vienna, Austria.

18.2 Severability: To the extent that the acceptance of a contractual term contained in this Agreement is prohibited by reason of Licensee’s sovereign immunity or any foreign, federal or state constitution, law, treaty, or regulation, the conflicting term of this Agreement shall be superseded only to the extent required. If any provision of this Agreement shall be otherwise void, unlawful, unworkable, or unenforceable, that provision shall be enforced to the maximum extent permissible. In either case, the remainder of this Agreement shall not be affected and the validity, lawfulness, workability, and enforceability of the remaining provisions will not be impaired.

18.3. Waiver of Rights: Failure or neglect by either party to exercise any of its rights or remedies under this Agreement will not be construed as a waiver of that party's rights nor in any way affect the validity of the whole or part of this Agreement nor prejudice that party's right to take subsequent action.

18.4. Assignment: (i) Licensee may not assign, transfer, sub-contract or otherwise transfer this Agreement or any License or any right or obligation under it without the Quantego’s prior written consent. In the event of a change of control of Licensee, or if Licensee is merged with, acquired by or acquires another entity, or undergoes a reorganization or otherwise acquires the right to process the business of another entity, each such event will be deemed to be an assignment subject to this Article, and Licensee shall not permit that other entity to use The Software or process any data from that entity through The Software (either combined with Licensee's data or a separately), or otherwise make any expanded use of the
Software as a result of any such event unless and until Quantego provides its written consent. Any attempt to assign or transfer all or any part of this Agreement without first obtaining Quantego’s written consent will be void and of no force or effect. (ii) Quantego may assign this Agreement or any of its rights and obligations under this Agreement, effective upon notice to Licensee to any successor company, subsidiary or affiliate, or in connection with any sale, transfer, or other disposition of all or substantially all of its business or assets but only if the assignee assumes all of Quantego’s obligations.

18.5. Notices: All notices or other communications required to be given under this Agreement shall be in writing and delivered to the recipient's address or email address provided in the purchasing documentation (or during the request/download process in case of a free Trial or Academic License) either personally or by mail (certified, return receipt requested, postage prepaid) or electronically signed email or as otherwise requested by the receiving party. Any notices or other communications will be deemed given on the date of actual receipt by the party to whom they are addressed. Either party may change its address or email address for notices at any time by giving written notice to the other party.

18.6. Entire Agreement and Deviation: This Agreement represents the complete agreement of the parties and supersedes all prior or contemporaneous agreements, proposals, understandings, representations, conditions, and communications (oral or written), as well as the terms and conditions of all existing or future purchase orders and acknowledgments. Any other terms, conditions, supplements, modifications, or amendments to this Agreement will not be binding upon either party unless expressly set forth in a written amendment to this Agreement signed by authorized representatives of Quantego and the Licensee (“Signed Amendment”). In case of conflict with any terms and specifications in the purchasing documentation, the terms and specifications in this Agreement, a Signed Amendment to this Agreement, or separate Signed License Agreement will prevail. All terms and conditions which are agreed between the Licensee and Quantego in a Signed Amendment to this Agreement shall prevail this Agreement. It is moreover agreed that no use of trade or other regular practice or method of dealing between the parties hereto shall be used to modify, interpret, supplement, or alter in any manner the terms of this Agreement. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the parties have entered into a separate Signed License Agreement the terms and conditions of the Signed License Agreement will prevail over this Agreement.
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